
OVERSOYED™ ORIGINAL
MAN CAVE™ COLLECTION

OverSoyed™ Original Man Cave™ Man Candles are perfect for that special fella in your life. Use 
these candles to cover up those sometimes unfriendly smells that tend to linger in man caves, 
without having to worry about your guy complaining that he doesn't enjoy the scent of florals 
and feminine fragrances.

Our candles also make a great hostess, birthday, wedding, and holiday gifts! And lastly, just 
because it's our "Man Candle" line, doesn't mean you have to be a guy to enjoy our candles! 
OverSoyed is an equal opportunity company... just follow the product safety instructions!



MAN CAVE™ COLLECTION
“UNMISTAKABLY MANLY” SERIES

COME ON BABY...
LIGHT MY FIRE!

SCENT SKU:
MAN0019

The unmistakable smell
of charcoal briquees
doused with lighter fluid.doused with lighter fluid.
Perfect for every backyard 
grilling enthusiast!

HIGH OCTANE

SCENT SKU:
MAN0013

This new unique fragrance
replicates the musky
and smooth qualities of
high octane gasoline.high octane gasoline.
Perfect for every
car and racing fan!

UNMISTAKABLY MANLY
4 PIECE MINI COLLECTION

SCENT SKU: MANXX01

What makes a man a man is anyone’s guess... but we’re 
secure enough in our masculinity to offer stereotypical
fragrances that appeal to the manliest of men anyway!
Our best selling non-toxic masculine scents available.Our best selling non-toxic masculine scents available.

$8.95

$15.95

$24.95

$29.95

$49.95

$79.95

GUN RANGE

SCENT SKU:
MAN0011

The sulfurous smell
of explosive powder... 

BOOM!

BURN RUBBER

SCENT SKU:
MAN0008

The scent of
hot tires straight
off the race track.



MAN CAVE™ COLLECTION
“DUDE DOWNTIME” SERIES

MAN TOWN

SCENT SKU:
MAN0005

Escape to the man cave
with this masculine blend
of spices, woods and musk.

WHISKEY RIVER

SCENT SKU:
MAN0009

A rich, intoxicating
Bourbon Whiskey fragrance... 
All the fun without the DUI.

POUR ME A COLD ON

SCENT SKU:
MAN0018

A crisp ale with
a squeeze of orange
and touches of vanilla
with golden hops.with golden hops.

MOVIE NIGHT

SCENT SKU:
MAN0002

It doesn't maer what's 
playing ... the enticing aroma
of hot, freshly buered popcorn of hot, freshly buered popcorn 
is the feature araction.

DUDE DOWNTIME
4 PIECE MINI COLLECTION

SCENT SKU: MANXX02

“It's a five o'clock world when the whistle blows...”
and it’s definitely time for a drink. You’ve earned it!
Perhaps some “Flix n’ Chill” or some brews with your Perhaps some “Flix n’ Chill” or some brews with your 

brohams... It’s definitely time to chillax, yo!

$8.95

$15.95

$24.95

$29.95

$49.95

$79.95



MAN CAVE™ COLLECTION
“FOODIE FAVORITES” SERIES

SUMMER BARBEQUE

SCENT SKU:
MAN0010

The smell of
charred steak
right off the grill.

SAUSAGE PARTY

SCENT SKU:
MAN0020

This fun & funky
fragrance smells just like a
pot of all beef hot dogs
boiling away on the stove.boiling away on the stove.
Fantastic for every
frankfurter fan!

PIZZA PARLOR

SCENT SKU:
MAN0007

Your mouth will start 
watering as this fragrance 
comes in somewhere between
a fresh from the oven baked pie a fresh from the oven baked pie 
and a hot cheesy melted 
microwave slice.

BACON!

SCENT SKU:
MAN0001

The undeniably mouth-
watering aroma
of sizzling hickory

smoked peppered bacon.

FOODIE FAVORITES
4 PIECE MINI COLLECTION

SCENT SKU: MANXX03

Are you all about food?! I mean, who isn’t... right?!
This collection is perfect for that person with a refined
palate who eats not only out of hunger. The gastronomic palate who eats not only out of hunger. The gastronomic 
gourmet who appreciates food for its sure pleasure!

$8.95

$15.95

$24.95

$29.95

$49.95

$79.95



YOU SURE CLEAN UP GOOD!
4 PIECE MINI COLLECTION

SCENT SKU: MANXX04

The scent of a perfectly dressed gentleman. The first trip
to the local barber shop to get that cut looking tight.
Dad trying to figure out the taxes. Vacations in the back
of the family Station Wagon. Ah, the memories!of the family Station Wagon. Ah, the memories!

$8.95

$15.95

$24.95

$29.95

$49.95

$79.95

MAN CAVE™ COLLECTION
“YOU SURE CLEAN UP GOOD” SERIES

DRESSED TO THE NINES

SCENT SKU:
MAN0017

Sophisticated notes of
black peppercorn and leather black peppercorn and leather 
are carefully crafted with 
warm woods, patchouli,
musk and citrus.

DON’T MAKE ME TURN 
THIS CAR AROUND

SCENT SKU:
MAN0016

A masculine blend of 
bergamot, fresh juniper,

jasmine, and earthy patchouli.jasmine, and earthy patchouli.

BARBER SHOPPE

SCENT SKU:
MAN0015

Vibrant bergamot
and fresh basil leaf are
complimented by earthy
notes of oakmossnotes of oakmoss
and white patchouli.

DAD’S DEN

SCENT SKU:
MAN0012

Warm aroma of
deeply tanned leather

with notes of apple tobacco.



MAN CAVE™ COLLECTION
“OUTDOORSY” SERIES

RIDING MOWER

SCENT SKU:
MAN0004

Hot sun. Cool breeze.
And the intensely summery
scent of freshly cut grass.

OUTDOORSY
4 PIECE MINI COLLECTION

SCENT SKU: MANXX05

If he’s not siing on the dock, he’s outside keeping
the lawn looking fresh. That is, of course, when he’s
not spending his days off chopping down trees to make

room for throwing that old pig skin around.room for throwing that old pig skin around.

LUMBER YARD

SCENT SKU:
MAN0006

Manly aromas of
freshly cut timber
and sawdust.

$8.95

$15.95

$24.95

$29.95

$49.95

$79.95

FISHERMEN

SCENT SKU:
MAN0014

A clean combination
of herbs and anise
come together in this
complex fragrance idealcomplex fragrance ideal
for local fisherman.

FIRST DOWN

SCENT SKU:
MAN0003

This combination of
orange, patchouli,
vetiver, and leather
is as exciting asis as exciting as
game day.



HIPSTERS DAY TRIP
4 PIECE MINI COLLECTION

SCENT SKU: MANXX06

The handlebar mustache is waxed up and on point...
Bio-diesel up the hybrid for a day downtown!

After a stop at the local distillery for seasonal artisanals, 
it’s on to microbrewery for a flight and some grub!it’s on to microbrewery for a flight and some grub!

$8.95

$15.95

$24.95

$29.95

$49.95

$79.95

MAN CAVE™ COLLECTION
“HIPSTERS DAY TRIP” SERIES

FRENCH FRIES

SCENT SKU:
MAN0024

The uncanny aroma of 
freshly-cut crisp

deep fried Idaho spuds!

CHICKEN & WAFFLES

SCENT SKU:
MAN0023

Blend of southern fried
chicken with its 11 herbs
and spices is piled high atop
a perfectly toasted pumpkin a perfectly toasted pumpkin 
waffle doused with sweet 
buery maple syrup.

Move over Colonel Sanders!

DISTILLERY

SCENT SKU:
MAN0022

The sweet sour mash of
malted barley with toasted 
grains of wheat and rye.

BOTTOM OF
THE BARREL

SCENT SKU:
MAN0021

The scent of a dark aged
oak barrel, slightly bier
with sweet syrupy noteswith sweet syrupy notes
of golden amber.



MAN CAVE™ COLLECTION
“BOYS AND THEIR TOYS” SERIES

MOIST DAMP
BASEMENT

SCENT SKU:
MAN0028

Cool yet humid, 
damp yet dry, 

rugged yet subdued, rugged yet subdued, 
mysterious 

masculinity fragrance.

FRESHLY POURED
DRIVEWAY

SCENT SKU:
MAN0027

Dry, cool and masculine 
with a certain moist 
depth and feel.depth and feel.

BOYS AND THEIR TOYS
4 PIECE MINI COLLECTION

SCENT SKU: MANXX07

You know what they say about grown men and their 
preoccupied with mechanical objects... If they aren't 

playing with shiny things, they're playing with themselves. 
We don't hold that against them though!We don't hold that against them though!

$8.95

$15.95

$24.95

$29.95

$49.95

$79.95

BRO’S NUDIE MAGS

SCENT SKU:
MAN0026

High glossed pages that 
beg to be flipped... 
as long as they 

aren't stuck together!aren't stuck together!

LUBE JOB

SCENT SKU:
MAN0025

The thick, viscous scent 
of engine oil is captured here -
- you'll catch yourself looking - you'll catch yourself looking 
around for a mechanic shop.



MAN CAVE™ COLLECTION
“BOYS OF SUMMER” SERIES

BATTER UP!

SCENT SKU:
MAN0032

This fragrance is a celebration This fragrance is a celebration 
of America's favorite pastime. 
The outfield has been perfectly 
cut, the infield has been 

untouched, and the dugout is 
full of leather mis and freshly 
turned baseball bats awaiting 

the starting lineup. the starting lineup. 
Grab your balls and play!

PEANUTS &
CARAMEL CORN

SCENT SKU:
MAN0031

Take me out to the ball game... Take me out to the ball game... 
Take me out to the crowd... 
After experiencing the scents 
of sweet & salty caramel corn 
mixed with warm roasted 
peanuts, you won't care 
if you never get back!

BOYS OF SUMMER
4 PIECE MINI COLLECTION

SCENT SKU: MANXX08

They say there is nothing more American than baseball 
and apple pie. Most people have a special memory of tossing and apple pie. Most people have a special memory of tossing 
the ball with Dad and catching their favorite team with 
friends and families of their own. This collection swings 
for the fences and is a big hit with all true sports fans!

$8.95

$15.95

$24.95

$29.95

$49.95

$79.95

SOFT PRETZEL

SCENT SKU:
MAN0030

Don't get it twisted... 
the scent of warm, salty dough the scent of warm, salty dough 
will have you "root, root, 
rooting" for the home team.

CORN DOG

SCENT SKU:
MAN0029

Nothing screams a day at the Nothing screams a day at the 
ballpark like a big girthy weiner 
encased in warm deliciously 
crispy corn bread baer.
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